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(54) 5-in-1 connector

(57) The 5-in-1 connector of the present invention
has a cartridge (10) with three insertion slots (11, 12,
13) which each is provided fixedly with a contact pin set
(20) correspondingly connecting with circuit contact
points of one of various memory cards, thereby an elec-
tric device can be inserted therein with at least three
memory cards (41, 42, 43) of different specifications; the

first of the three insertion slots (11) can afford insertion
of one of CF (41) and MD memory cards, the second
insertion slot (12) can afford insertion of one of SD (42)
and MMC memory cards, the third insertion slot (13) can
afford insertion of an MS memory card (43), hence the
electric device at least can proceed to reading and writ-
ing on five memory cards of different specifications.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is related to a 5-in-1 con-
nector, and especially to a 5-in-1 connector to render an
electric device to execute data reading, exchanging and
transferring with memory cards of five specifications in-
cluding those of CF memory cards (CompactFlash
cards), MD memory cards (Micro Drive Cards), MMC
memory cards (MultiMedia Cards), MS memory cards
(Memory Stick Cards) and SD memory cards (Secure
Digital Cards) on the connector.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0002] Generally, a main body of a 3C digital electric
device such as a notebook, a digital camera, a digital
video camera, a PDA and a personal computer etc. part-
ly is built therein with a connector at least specific for a
set of specifications in addition to providing those nec-
essary input and output ports (such as a USB port) for
peripheral devices, and an insertion slot is provided for
a flash memory card to allow drawing out of it for chang-
ing in time to increase its capability of storage of data
and convenience of data exchanging, reading and writ-
ing; however, specifications of memory cards in the mar-
kets are too many that the electric device is required to
be built therein with a connector meeting various spec-
ifications, thereby, the insertion slot of the connector can
afford insertion of the memory cards to make connection
and data exchange of the memory cards with the elec-
tronic circuit of the electric device.
[0003] However, digital electric devices carried on
ones' person such as a notebook or a PDA etc. not only
are continuously elevated in their functions, but also are
designed aiming at the direction of lightening weight in
order to meet the feature of being convenient for carry-
ing and receiving. Thereby, the built-in connector pref-
erably not occupies too much space of an electric de-
vice; and some manufacturers even do not allow to build
in connectors corresponding to memory cards of non-
specific specifications to avoid the connectors not in use
to occupy spaces in need.
[0004] Therefore, there have been developed one-
for-plurality card readers specific for memory cards of
various specifications in the markets to afford connec-
tion and use of 3C electric devices with memory cards
of non-specific specifications, this can elevate the func-
tion of connection of the 3C electric devices with the
memory cards. However, the constructions of the one-
for-plurality card readers sold in the markets can be re-
garded each as a main body of a device connecting with
plural connectors (for example, a 6-in-one card reader
needs 6 connectors), costs of them are high, and they
are cumbersome in assembling and has a larger vol-

ume, they do not suit digital electric devices carried on
ones' person such as a notebook or a PDA etc.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The 5-in-1 connector of the present invention
has a cartridge with three insertion slots which each is
provided fixedly with a contact pin set correspondingly
connecting with circuit contact points of one of various
memory cards, the contact pin sets are extended toward
the bottom and the rear sides of the cartridge to connect
and fix to the electronic circuit of an electric device,
thereby the electric device can be inserted therein with
at least three memory cards of different specifications;
the first of the three insertion slots can afford insertion
of one of CF, MD memory cards, the second insertion
slot can afford insertion of one of SD, MMC memory
cards, the third insertion slot can afford insertion of an
MS memory card, hence the electric device at least can
proceed to reading and writing on five memory cards of
different specifications.
[0006] In which the insertion slots of the cartridge are
divided into: the first insertion slot located at a lower lay-
er as well as the second and third insertion slots that are
located in juxtaposition with each other above the first
insertion slot. The first insertion slot is common to the
CF, MD memory cards with closely similar sizes to it,
and is provided internally thereof with a channel mating
with the width and thickness of either of the CF, MD
memory cards to prevent wrong insertion of memory
cards; the second insertion slot is common to the SD,
MMC memory cards with closely similar sizes to it, and
is provided internally thereof with a channel mating with
the width and thickness of either of the SD, MMC mem-
ory cards to prevent wrong insertion of memory cards;
while the third insertion slot is of the construction meet-
ing the MS memory card; so that the entire space ar-
rangement of the insertion slots of the electric device
can be reduced to the most simplified degree without
occupying too mush space of the electric device, and
the three memory cards of different specifications can
be simultaneously inserted therein.
[0007] The present invention will be apparent in its
structural combination and the entire mode of operation
thereof after reading the detailed description of the pre-
ferred embodiment thereof in reference to the accom-
panying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

Fig. 1 is a schematic perspective view showing the
apparent structure of the connector of the present
invention and the state of connection of the connec-
tor with memory cards;
Fig. 2 is an analytic perspective view showing the
structure of the connector of the present invention;
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Fig. 3 is a schematic perspective view showing al-
location of contact pin sets of the connector of the
present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

[0009] The entire structure combination of the 5-in-1
of the connector of the present invention is as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, it takes a cartridge 10 made of plastic as
a main body; the cartridge 10 is provided on the front
side thereof with an insertion slot in coincidence with
any of the memory cards of five specifications including
those of CF, MD, MMC, MS and SD memory cards. In
the embodiment as shown in drawings, the entire car-
tridge 10 is provided with three insertion slots which in-
clude a first insertion slot 11 as well as a second inser-
tion slot 12 and a third insertion slot 13 located in juxta-
position with each other above the first insertion slot 11.
[0010] Wherein the first insertion slot 11 is common
to a CF memory card 41 and an MD memory card (not
shown) with closely similar sizes to it but with slightly
different thickness, and is provided internally thereof
with a channel 14 mating with the length, width and
thickness of either of the CF memory card 41 and the
MD memory card (not shown) to prevent wrong insertion
of memory cards; the second insertion slot 12 is com-
mon to an SD memory card 42 and an MMC memory
card (not shown) wi th closely similar sizes to it, but with
slightly different length, and is provided internally there-
of with a channel 14 mating with the length, width and
thickness of either of the SD memory card and the MMC
memory card (not shown) to prevent wrong insertion of
memory cards. While the third insertion slot 13 is of the
construction meeting an MS memory card 43, so that
the entire space arrangement of the insertion slots of
the electric device can be reduced to the most simplified
degree without occupying too much space of the electric
device.
[0011] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the first, second and
third insertion slots 11, 12, 13 of the cartridge 10 are
provided fixedly wi th contact pin sets 20 correspond-
ingly connectingwith circuit contact points of the mem-
ory cards, the contact pin sets 20 are extended toward
the bottom and the rear sides of the cartridge 10 to
render the insertion slots 11, 12, 13 to connect by weld-
ing and fix to an electronic circuit 50 of the electric device
via the contact pin sets 20, thereby the electric device
can proceed to reading and writing on at least the above
stated CF, MD, MMC, MS and SD memory cards to
largely increase the convenience of use and applicabil-
ity in connecting and use of the electric device with the
memory cards.
[0012] Particularly, the entire electric device has the
first insertion slot 11, the second insertion slot 12 and
the third insertion slot 13 connecting with the electronic
circuit 50 of the electric device via the contact pin sets
20, so that the first, second and third insertion slots 11,

12, 13 can be regarded as three independent connec-
tors to render the electric device to have three kinds of
swappable hardware for data storage occupying only a
space affording conventionally only one connector, in fa-
vor of operation of an IC of the electronic circuit 50 in
controlling the first, second and third insertion slots 11,
12, 13, thereby the electric device can execute data ex-
changing, reading and writing simultaneously on the
memory cards inserted in the first, second and third in-
sertion slots 11, 12, 13, or execute data exchanging and
storing among the first, second and third insertion slots
11, 12, 13.
[0013] For example, the electric device mounted with
the connector of the present invention is a notebook,
and the first insertion slot 11 is inserted therein with an
CF memory card, the second insertion slot 12 is inserted
therein with an SD memory card, the third insertion slot
13 is inserted therein with an MS memory card, then the
notebook can execute data exchanging, reading and
writing simultaneously on the CF memory card, the SD
memory card and the MS memory card, or execute mu-
tual data exchanging and storing among the CF memory
card, the SD memory card and the MS memory card.
[0014] Moreover, the entire connector is further pro-
vided on the cartridge 10 with a metallic lid 30 which is
connected with the electronic circuit 50 and a grounding
piece 32 to get an effect of grounding; the metallic lid 30
is further provided on its top and lateral sides in corre-
sponding respectively to those of the cartridge 10 each
with an elastic contact sheet 31, positioning and con-
necting of memory cards can be acquired by means of
these elastic contact sheet 31; and in connecting of the
memory cards with the electronic circuit 50, a shielding
function against electromagnetic interference (EMI) can
be attained through grounding of the metallic lid 30.
[0015] The 5-in-1 connector of the present invention
provides another better practical structure of connector
for 3C electric device. The description and drawings are
only for illustrating a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, and not for giving any limitation to the
scope of the present invention. It will be apparent to
those skilled in this art that various modifications or
changes without departing from the spirit, scope and
characteristic of this invention shall also fall within the
scope of the appended claims of the present invention.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim as new
and desire to be secured by Letters Patent of the Uni
ted States are:

Claims

1. A 5-in-1 connector, said connector comprises: a
cartridge made of plastic as a main body; said car-
tridge is provided with three insertion slots which in-
clude a first insertion slot located at a lower layer as
well as a second insertion slot and a third insertion
slot located in juxtaposition with each other above
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said first insertion slot, wherein:

said first insertion slot is common to CF and
MDmemory cards, and is provided internally
thereof with a channel mating inwidth and thick-
ness with either of said CF and MD memory
cards to prevent wrong insertion of memory
cards;
said second insertion slot is common to the SD
and MMC memory cards, and is provided inter-
nally thereof with a channel mating in width and
thickness with either of said SD and MMC
memory cards to prevent wrong insertion of
memory cards;
while said third insertion slot is of the construc-
tion meeting an MS memory card;
said insertion slots each is provided fixedly with
a contact pin set correspondingly connecting
with circuit contact points of one of various
memory cards, said contact pin sets are ex-
tended toward a bottom and a rear side of said
cartridge to connect and fix to an electronic cir-
cuit of an electric device, thereby said electric
device at least is adapted to executing reading
and writing on five memory cards of different
specifications and being inserted therein with
three memory cards of different specifications.

2. The 5-in-1 connector as in claim 1, wherein said car-
tridge is provided thereon with a metallic lid which
is connected with said electronic circuit and a
grounding piece to get an effect of grounding.

3. The 5-in-1 connector as in claim 1, wherein said car-
tridge is provided on its top and lateral sides each
with an elastic contact sheet; positioning and con-
necting of memory cards are acquired by using of
said elastic contact sheet.
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